
 
Formed Meat Products 
 
Introduction 
Blentech has been providing systems for formed meat products for many years, and we have mastered the 
science of effectively utilizing cryogenics for use in blenders and tumblers. Many formed meat products 
that we have experience include poultry, fish, and ref meats, etc. Blentech has excelled in designing 
equipment that incorporates cryogenic’s for chilling products for forming. Our food science knowledge 
and engineering coupled with experience gives us an advantage when it comes to equipment design.  
 
The Product 
Formed meats are meat products blends and are often combined with different textured vegetable 
proteins, and emulsions. The critical aspect of forming is to insure that the product is of even temperature 
all the way through at the end of the chilling process. The meat needs to be chilled to the point where only 
30% - 40% of the meat cells are frozen, but with some manufactures of equipment create hot and cold 
spots, and this creates wastage at the forming stage.  These customers resort to storing the product over 
night for product equalization. This forces the manufacturer to use significantly more liquid nitrogen (LN) 
or CO2. Blentech has developed a custom blenders and tumblers to handle these common issues that are 
experienced in the industry.  
 
Tumbler Mixer 
Blentech’s spiral vein mixer tumbler (VT) is used in a most major poultry manufactures worldwide, due 
to its excellent end to end mixing, and special vein design which folds the cryogen into the product and at 
the same massages the product. A single solution for dual functions. 
 
Dual Mixer Chiller 
Blentech’s Dual Mixer (DM). The double paddle (many different designs) agitator system can be fitted 
with CO2 or LN chilling options (bottom injectors or snow horns) or LN chilling options. The dual 
agitator design ensures that the product is well mixed during the chilling process and it prevents hot and 
cold spots. Since the product coming out of the mixer is evenly chilled, it is not necessary to have a 
holding time for equalization. The chilled product can go directly to the forming machines.  
 
Former and Cooker 
Blentech is able to provide a complete solution. We work closely 
with other companies to provide ancillary equipment such as 
grinders and forming machines. A cooker commonly used for 
further processing of formed meat products is our versatile 
ContinuTherm continuous and it is designed for cooking with 
excess water or oil based depending on the customer’s needs. 
The former can be positioned right above the cooker and 
continuously feed the ContinuTherm. After the cook, Blentech 
can provide dewatering/oiling or cooling equipment such as 
shaker screens and integrate with freezing equipment. Our 
experience with full systems allows us to design the optimal 
process for formed meat products. 
 
Conclusion 
Blentech has many years of experience with providing equipment for formed meat products and to fit our 
customer’s needs. Blentech realizes that the final product is always the most important aspect and we will 
focus our extensive experience to solve your unique requirements. Blentech has developed Dual Mixer 
Chillers to handle batch sizes from 2,000 lbs to 15,000 lbs (907kg to 6804kg). Our Tumblers for forming 
products go from 288lb-3,378Llb (130Kgs -1500kgs). 


